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Welcome!
The Teleos Practice Management System has been continuously developed since the company was formed in
1997. The Company provides program updates at no additional cost as part of your software support fee.
The latest build is now being rolled out and it contains some
really exciting new features. The client, animal and history record
cards have been reworked to provide even more customisation
options. You can add custom fields to both client and animal
cards and change colour and point sizes in clinical notes. There is
also a new clinical filtering option together with new graphing
tools.
We have integrated the new buttonless FiServ ‘Clover’ card
terminal which makes payment logging errors a thing of the past.
We have also provided additional tools to allow you to take
payments from clients via an SMS text payment link or email link
for invoices and statements.
You can also have your appointment diaries set up for remote
consultations and pre-payment.
You might find these tools particularly useful during the current pandemic. See Section 1, below, for more details.
It should be noted that the new software features are only available in the MySQL version of the program. We
have been moving practices across to this version over the past few years as they upgrade their hardware. If you
are still using the old MS-Access version of the program, then you are well overdue a hardware upgrade anyway!
Please get in touch with the support or workshop team if you have any queries.
This document is intended to not only highlight new features that have been added to the Teleos program in
recent builds, but to remind you of some other useful facilities that you might not be aware of. Some of the
highlighted features may seem obvious, but we do find that they sometimes get overlooked. Generally, newer
functions are shown towards the top of each section. The enhancements detailed in this document do not cover
all changes made in recent builds. Please read the release notes associated with each build for detailed
information on all changes.
There are specific handouts and configuration documentation available for features mentioned in this document.
If you need any assistance or have any queries in configuring any feature, please get in touch with the support
team.
Please note that some of the screen shots found in this document will be different to what you have on your
system. Teleos offers a high degree of customisation, particularly in the configuration of the consultation work
entry buttons. If you would like any changes then please contact the Teleos support team who will be pleased to
help.

Play Card
If you do not have a ‘play’ card set up on your system already, it is advisable to set one up. Create a card in the
usual manner but then set ‘Bill Type’ in the client financial tab to Z. This tells the program that this is a play card
and it is ignored in financial reports, invoicing and stock control.
The play card can be used to experiment with any changes that you wish to make, prior to copying to other
workstations on your network.
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Copying files around the network
Files such as the clinical work entry buttons need to be copied around to all workstations on the system. A simple
way to achieve this is to copy any files that need updating into the upgrade folder at d:\televet\upgrade folder of
the server. When other workstations log in, they check the upgrade folder to see if it contains any files which are
more recent and the workstation prompts an upgrade message.
Please be aware that all workstations look at this folder when loading Teleos. Do not copy files that need to be
different on individual workstations, particularly at branch surgeries. Be very careful with files such as the work
entry buttons, diaries and practice headers.

Comments and Suggestions
As part of our continuing effort to produce computer software and documentation of the highest possible quality,
we continue to welcome any comments and suggestions from users.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________
We have been providing as much assistance as possible during the Covid pandemic. In addition to setting up many
hundreds of home RDP connections, we have added some tools that help to facilitate remote consultations. There
are also simple ways to provide totally contact free payment links.
In order to use any of the payment links, you will need to have an account set up with FiServ, but you don’t need
to use their card terminals. Please email integratedpayments@teleosvet.co.uk to initiate this process.

Remote Consultation Diary
It is possible to edit an existing diary or create a new one for on-line consultations. Consultations can then be
prepaid by sending an SMS text to the client with a payment link.

The selected fee will be added to the animal record and a payment link sent on booking the appointment. When
the payment has been received, the status of the client in the online diary changes to ‘Arrived’. Clinical staff can
then clearly see who has paid and is ready to be seen.
You will need some assistance in setting up this feature as there are additional program files and router settings
that will need adding to your system. Please contact the support team who will set this up for you.
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Payment link on Invoice/Statement
When invoicing invoices or statements to clients, you can now add a ‘Pay now’ link to your PDF.

The ‘Pay now’ text can be amended in the web payment settings, along with the number of days that the link will
be active for.

SMS Payment Request
When taking a payment, a payment link can be sent to the client using the payment method ‘Payment Request’.

Checking the status of all generated web payment request
You can check the status of a web payment request by going to
Mngmt->Financial->Web Payment requests.
On this screen you can also manually check for status updates in
situations where the WebPaymentListener has not successfully
recorded an update.

Section 2 Client and Animal Record Cards
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________

New Client Card

As you will see, the client card design is very different to previous program builds. However, please don’t panic –
the same information is available, but we’ve added some useful new features.
An important change is that the banner header colour (green in the above example) now indicates the client
department. Previously the whole record card would have been green for this client department.
You can now add additional e-mail addresses as well as phone numbers, using the ‘Add new contact’ button.
You will also notice that there is a ‘Custom fields’ section where you can add fields specific to that client from a
dropdown list set up in Setup->Settings->System Settings->Custom Field Types.
Another new feature is the ‘Sundry’ tick box located in the top right hand section of the card. This can be used to
highlight something about the client, or group them without changing their client category. For example, you
might want to use it to denote bad debtors rather than move the client into a different client category. The
wording on the tick box defaults to ‘Sundry’ but can be changed in Setup->Settings->Configuration Settings>Client card sundry text.
The contents of the client and animal warning flags can now be accessed by hovering the pointer over the flags.
You can also send an email or SMS text using the ‘Communication’ button and print off forms using the ‘Forms’
button.
Finally, in the top left-hand corner of the screen you will see a
symbol. Hovering over this with your pointer
will provide information about the client; First registered, Last payment, Visit info and some useful Financial
statistics.

Ranked Client Spending Bands
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A new setting allows you to discreetly rank clients by way of a gold, silver or bronze star which identifies their
level of spending with your practice. The levels are set in Set Up->Settings->Ranked client spending bands and are
set by running an SQL query. Please contact support and they will assist in setting this up for you.

Client Memo Enhancements
Client memos (‘Post It’ type notes) have been enhanced so they can now be edited and more information added
to them. If you have multiple memos on a client card then they are opened together in one window, avoiding the
need to close down multiples memos one by one.

New Animal Card
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The new animal record contains the same information as previously, but you can also add custom fields and a
picture as well if you want to.
Along the very top of the left hand side of the screen you will also notice options to open the library menu, invoke
Visiocare and Agria Pet Insurance.

Library
This option was in previous builds of the program and allows you to open a web browser, the Business Directory
and other items set in your library channel, such as manuals or forms.

Visiocare Consult
This has also been available for some time and it is a very useful clinical aid with many videos that you can use
with clients. If you want to use Visiocare then you’d need to take out a subscription directly. For more information
visit www.mediproductions.com

Agria Pet Insurance
Teleos has been integrated with Agria Insurance to provide an option for introductory free pet insurance when
you first register an animal. The interactive link will query Agria’s database and, if the animal meets their
qualifying criteria, you can produce a cover note there and then. If a client is insured with Agria, you can see
details of the clients actual policy with one click without leaving the record card. So you’ll know in advance if
there are likely to be any issues!
It won’t surprise you that many Teleos practices are already signed up. If you are interested in learning more,
please contact enquiries@teleosvet.co.uk and we’ll get someone to contact you.

New Clinical Record Card
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You will notice quite a few changes to the look and feel of the clinical record card. Firstly, the previously referred
to ‘Yellow work entry buttons’ are no longer yellow! They are in the same place though and titled just the same.
One of the biggest changes to the card is the filter option. The magnifying glass symbol activates the slider and
you now have options to search the record for an individual piece of text, transaction type, accounts category or
work department. For example, if you just wanted to view the vaccination history, simply click in the ‘Accounts
category’ field. You will then be presented with a drop down with all the relevant accounts categories used on this
card. You can then untick the categories you don’t want, or simply select ‘none’ and then tick the vaccination
category.
You will also notice that the clinical warning Icons are now displayed vertically to the left of the text. If the Icon is
coloured, then it is active for this animal. You can also customise the Icons via Setup->Settings->Clinical Warning
Icons to suit your requirements. The Icon itself can be changed along with its caption.
You can also, subject to permission settings, ‘edit’, ‘delete’ or ‘refund’ transaction lines directly from the clinical
screen by right mouse clicking over the item. You can also ‘edit’ or ‘delete’ text lines.
You will also notice that there is a dropdown at the top of the record to change animal.

Things You Might Have Missed …
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Setting Mandatory Fields
The facility exists to ensure that practice staff complete client and animal detail records properly. Once set, they
will be unable to save a record card unless they have entered something in a mandatory field. You can decide
which client and animal fields you make mandatory by setting options in Setup->Settings->Required Fields.

Welcome E-mail
You can automatically send a welcome e-mail to new clients. This option will ask the user if they wish to send a
one when adding an e-mail address to either an existing or new client.
A new folder is created in the Televet folder called ‘Email templates’ and the welcome letter/newsletter that is to
be attached should be saved as Welcome Email.*. The program attaches any file type that has this name and, by
default, the subject says ‘Welcome’ and the body of the e-mail reads ‘Please see attached’. This can be
customised by creating a ‘WelEmailSubject.txt’ and ‘WelEmailBody.txt’ in the same folder with the appropriate
wording.

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
Tools exist to record GDPR preferences and are shown in the top right-hand corner of the Client record card. As
you are probably aware, pretty much everything you do as a Veterinary professional is covered by the term
‘Legitimate Interest’ in the regulations. The tick boxes are there predominantly to specify an owners preferences
as to how they wish to receive booster reminders etc. You do not actually require an owners permission to send
them anything that relates to the wellbeing of their animals.
When clients are marked as ‘Arrived’ in the Diary/Waiting Room list, the GDPR status of the animal is checked to
see if is up to date. If not, you are offered the option to print a form which the client can review and sign. The
document can then be scanned and attached to the client record. The default period for checking the clients is
one year but can be increased to suit your own GDPR policies.
Other tools are present in the GDPR section for managing the client account. More detailed documentation on
GDPR is available from the Support Team.

List Clients accessed from your workstation
If you need to display a list of all client cards accessed from your workstation since login, use the ‘See List’
function in the search box area.

Record marketing info when adding new clients
It is possible to have a pop-up box appear, when saving a client record card, which allows the user to log details of
how the client came to the practice. This information would be stored in the two ‘spare’ fields on the client ‘Misc’
tab. This is achieved by creating a file called ‘newclient.ini’ in the \televet folder on each workstation that this
facility is required. Use the text below as a template for this file and adjust it to your requirements:Recommended by,Other 3,Y,L,None/Google/Yellow Pages/Thompsons Local/Advert/Recommendation/Other
Details,Other 4,N,S
In addition, the ‘Spare’ labels can be changed to read, for example, ‘Source’ and ‘Details’ by editing Settings->
Setup-> Client Parameters
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Using diary pop-up warnings
The first three warning flags in the client notes fields can be used to pop-up useful information for reception staff
when making appointments for clients. On finding a client in the diary page, the contents of the warning flags will
pop-up automatically. These can be useful for such things as which VS the client must see, if they need double
appointments, the client is hard of hearing, forget to bring cash or in extreme cases they have been told never to
darken your doors again!
You will also note that the background colour of the pop-up is the same as the clients background colour, thereby
denoting the ‘Client Department’.

Section 3 Diary Tools
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Online Consultations & SMS Payment Links
Please see Section 1 for details of new tools to assist in remote consultations and payment links via SMS or PDF
Invoices.
Many Teleos users also provide their clients with the ability to book appointments on-line. Teleos is integrated
with Vetstoria for this purpose and you can choose which appointment slots to make available. See
www.vetstoria.com
The Diary is currently being reworked by the Development team. It will provide many new and exciting features
and is expected to be rolled out from Q3 in 2021.

Things You Might Have Missed …
SMS Appointment Reminders
It is possible to send automated appointment reminders to clients as SMS text messages. Different types of
message can be configured for routine appointments and operations. You can choose to send them to everyone
who has an appointment or to selected clients.

Calendar
A calendar function is available within the diary, in addition to the day, week, month forward buttons. A selection
button is available in the clinical notes screen which allows the diaries to be directly accessed.

Diary Information Boxes
There are message boxes for particular days and general notes available.

More Diary Columns
It is possible to have up to ten diary columns on each diary page. You can set up to twenty alternate diary pages
on each workstation.
Species pictures are also displayed when selecting an animal.

Printing appointment slips or labels
When booking an appointment, you will notice that two tick boxes appear to allow either an appointment slip or
label to be printed. The system will remember the last setting, so if you always want to print a label then that box
will remain ticked by default until it is un-ticked again.

Double clicking on a blank diary slot to bring up the search box
Double clicking on a blank diary slot will bring up the client search box and put the selected client and animal into
that slot automatically. It is still recommended that you find the client before selecting a slot so that relevant
warnings are displayed.

Incomplete record cards
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If you have created a minimal ‘New client’ card from within the diary, the client name will be preceded on the
diary page with an asterisk (*). This enables reception to easily recognise cards that need updating as clients come
in.

Printing diary pages
You can print off diaries directly from the diary page. This option is found in the ‘Print’ options shown on the
header line of the diary.

Cut and Paste
The cut and paste facility in the diary enables appointments to be moved between slots. This is achieved by
highlighting the slot that you wish to move in the diary, then selecting the ‘Edit’ drop down and then ‘Cut’.
Highlight the slot that you wish to move the client to and then select ‘edit’ again and then ‘paste’. You can also
use the standard windows ‘Ctrl X’ ‘Ctrl C’ and ‘Ctrl V’ commands to cut, copy and paste respectively.

Information box
The slot information box (right mouse click over the client name) gives useful information about the client,
animal, status and who made or last edited the appointment.

Grey header bar
This allows the name of the duty VS to be entered. If you have a set rota, an external teleos utility is available to
allow grey bars to be titled automatically.

Mark/Retrieve or Review a Client
This facility allows you to change the status of a client in the diary/waiting room list. The ‘Get’ option is very
useful if you want to have a look at the client record but not affect the clients’ status.

Diary Overview
This feature provides an overview of the forthcoming seven days of the current diary page. This displays a series
of squares which represent each available slot in each diary page, the slot being filled in red if taken.
This function is available via the ‘Overview’ option found along the top of the diary page.

Selecting the ’Current’ client
If you need to make a further appointment for a client that is already in the diary, but they are no longer the
‘current’ client, simply click on their diary slot and then click in the ‘current client’ box in the diary page.

Section 4 Work Entry Tools
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Work Entry Buttons
As mentioned above, the work entry buttons are no longer yellow, but green.

One of the major enhancements to the program is the ability to use different colours and font sizes for adding
work. These can be set to whatever colours you like. You can also have different point sizes and use bold,
underscore and italics. So, you could standardise your colour scheme and make searching for relevant clinical
work even easier. There is a handout sheet on customising work entry scripts, but the support team can also
provide assistance if you want to implement these features.
Please bear in mind that the layout of the work entry scripts can be customised to suit your individual needs. You
can have whatever layout you desire and set dispensing/injection fees and what items produce labels when
selected. You can set default colours and point sizes as well.
In the example above, you will note that there are some additional buttons in the right hand columns that allow
you to access certain diaries or ‘To Do’ lists and even open a more specific type of work entry button. There is
separate documentation and a ‘Teleos Masterclass’ video available on customising these scripts.

Minimising Work Entry Scripts
You can now minimize the work entry script using the normal windows tools in the top right hand corner of the
script. This is useful if you have added some work but need to go back through the animals history before
completing your notes.

Graphing tools
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The Graphs/Images button now allows you to display graphs not only for weight and temperature, but also
Glucose and Blood pressure monitoring (see example below).

Things you might have missed …
Label Redesign

The standard dispensing label was redesigned to provide an additional text line. All lines wrap and they can be
moved up and down by holding the mouse button over the ‘=’ at the start of each line and dragging and dropping
in a vertical direction.
The additional line has been created by moving the warning line to the edge of the label. There are also drop
down boxes for ‘Disp By’ and ‘Checked By’.
In addition, the logo can be removed for individual labels. This is achieved by hovering the pointer over the logo.
An ‘x’ then appears in the top right hand corner of the logo. Clicking on it will remove the logo and extend the text
lines across the full width of the label.
At the foot of the label box, you will also notice a button marked ‘Drug Datasheet’. Clicking on this will provide
links to various websites, including NOAH and the VetFormulary. The latter is a subscription service that provides
cascade data sheets based on Active Substances.

Reprinting Labels
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Double clicking on stock items allow you reprint the same label or edit it and then print. The latter may be used
for repeat prescriptions. A record is made in the clinical history of any re-prints or edits which are date and time
stamped.
It is possible to restrict who is allowed to reprint or edit labels by setting an access restriction in Setup->Settings>Access restrictions.

Different label logo by species
The logo printed onto dispensing labels can now be made species specific if you would like different pictures for
dogs, cats, horses and so on. In order to use this facility, the logo file must be called ‘labllogo<species>.bmp’. For
example a canine logo file would be called ‘labllogocanine.bmp’, feline ‘labllogofeline.bmp’ and equine
‘labllogoequine.bmp’. The species name must match what has been set up on the animals card (Canine, Feline,
Equine). If there is no logo found for the species then the default ‘labllogo.bmp’ file will be used.

VeNOM Coding
Teleos supports VeNOM (Veterinary Nomenclature) coding as designed by the RVC. This coding is designed to
provide a common platform to all clinicians to greatly assist in the advance of evidence based medicine.
To activate this feature you will need to edit your work entry script to include the command line:(Caption),VENOM,(Prompt)
The 3rd argument indicates whether the user is prompted if there is nothing entered into this field and should be
‘Y’ or ‘N’.

Pet Health Plans
Teleos provides sophisticated tools for managing a Pet Health Plan. Pans can be set for different species and
weights with ‘free’ allocation of items in the plan. You can also automatically apply discounts to other goods and
services for members of the plan. Teleos is also integrated with TrustVet. Take a look at www.trustvet.com
A Handout sheet on Pet Health Plans is available from the support team.

Confirm Who has Performed Work
You can ensure that the clinician actually doing a piece of work has it allocated to them (which is important for
accurate clinical and management reporting). This is achieved by prompting the user, whenever they add work
from the clinical work entry scripts, to confirm that the work being added is to be allocated to the logged in user.
If this is NOT the case, the user is presented with a drop down list of current users to select from. In this case the
system will log both the clinician that did the work and the person that booked it onto the system. You might find
this feature useful on prep area workstations where a Nurse might be writing up the notes for the Vet.
This feature is set on a workstation basis and is found in:Setup channel ->Settings->Configuration Settings ->Confirm who work added by
You might also look at setting login pictures (covered later in this document), which further helps to ensure that
staff use their own logins.

Broadcast PTS
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An option is available which allows all staff to be notified whenever a PTS is performed. This is achieved by
sending an internal T-mail to all members of staff automatically. Again, this is set on a workstation basis. There is
a link at the foot of the Tmail so that you can review the animal record. To set this function go to:Setup Channel -> Settings -> Configuration Settings ->Send T-Mail when animal PTS

Insurance
Features are available to ensure that client insurance details are checked at regular intervals and that details of
new animals are stored.
When adding a new animal:If 'Check insurance on adding' is ticked, the user will be required, when adding a new animal, to fill in details in
the 'Insurance Co' and 'Insurance policy number’ fields. An insurance expiry date may also optionally be entered.
If the insurance expiry date entered is within the next 42 days or has already expired, the user is reminded to
check the insurance details, but is not prevented from exiting. If the animal has no insurance, then 'None' should
be entered in both the 'Insurance Co' and 'Insurance policy number' fields. Optionally, an 'expiry' date could be
entered to prompt a recheck again if the record is edited after the date entered or in the 42 days before expiry.
Checking animal insurance on arrival:If 'Check insurance on arrival' is ticked, the user will be required, before being allowed to mark the animal as
arrived, to fill in details in the 'Insurance Co' and 'Insurance policy number' fields if these are absent and is taken
to the animal record to do so. If the expiry date has expired or is due to expire, the user is asked whether they
wish to check and fill in the details. If the user answers 'Yes' they are taken to the animal record.
If there is an insurance company, but no other details, the user will be told when the details were last modified
and asked if they want to change the insurance details. If all the insurance details are entered, the expiry date is
checked and the user asked to update the details should the policy have either expired or be close to expiring
(within 42 days).
In a linked change, entries of 'None' in the 'Insurance co' field no longer trigger red lettering for the notes at the
top of the clinical histories screen to indicate the animal is insured.

Setting Follow Up Tasks
A feature is available that allows the Veterinary Surgeon to set a forward trigger to perform a task. This is
intended to allow a follow up action, such as a courtesy phone call or treatment reminder, to be set from within
the work entry scripts. The screen shot below shows the follow up action buttons and the available slots within
the selected diary.
Entries added into this diary can then be dealt with in the usual manner by accessing the client/animal card by
double-clicking on the entry. It also provides a means by which the calls can be reviewed to ensure that the
appropriate action has been taken.
To configure this option, create a diary called, for example, ‘Callbacks’ and edit the work entry script to include
the line(s):<Caption>,BUTTON/HBUTTON,APPT,<Diary name>,<No. of days hence>,<Default reason>
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Thus, to create a half-width button, captioned "Setup callback", to book an appointment in the diary called
"Callbacks", in 7 days' time, with the default reason to go in the slot as "Check all ok", the line in the script would
read:
Setup callback,HBUTTON,APPT,Callbacks,7,Check all ok
Multiple lines can be used to set up multiple buttons for different days, or you could simply have one button as a
pop-up allows you to select the number of days. In addition to courtesy calls, you might want to use this facility to
contact clients if they have not booked a recommended treatment within a given time period.

Reprinting Estimates and turning estimates into work
It is possible to both reprint an estimate and turn the estimate into work by double clicking on the line titled
‘estimate’ in the animals history. You are then offered a choice of options. If you turn the estimate into work, a
box is displayed containing all of the items selected in the estimate. You can then edit the quantities and pricing
as required. Please note that there is a drop down box to select the vet who performed the operation. This is then
stored in the clinical notes alongside the person who generated the estimate.

Printing Information Sheets from Consultation Scripts
This feature allows you, from within a client work entry script, to produce an Information Sheet for the client. You
might use this facility for specialist or Nurse consultations. The details of the animal are printed, together with
breed information (available for pedigree dogs) and text entered in the work script.
This feature is provided by the use of two new reserved words which may be used when setting up the treatment
entry yellow button script. Both reserved words must be used in the script for this feature to work.
The user-entered text is entered in a MEMO4 box, which operates in a similar way to MEMO2 and MEMO3 boxes.
The syntax for MEMO4 is as follows:<Caption>,MEMO4,<Default value>,<Size>
The command INFOSHEET must also be used in the script with the syntax:<Caption>,INFOSHEET,<Default>,<Visible>
Thus Print Info Sheet?,INFOSHEET,0,1 would produce an (un-ticked) tick box

Identifying logged in User
A common problem with practice management systems is the reliability of the management and clinical data, as
work is often entered under the person last logged into a particular workstation. A number of very simple tools
are available within Teleos that will largely eradicate this problem:a) A picture can be associated with each user login, which appears on the main channel button, in the diary
pages and on clinical entry screens. The logged in user is easily changed by left mouse clicking once on the
picture.
To implement this feature, create a folder called ‘loginpics’ in your televet folder and put a jpg picture of
each staff member into it. Each picture needs to be named with the same log in initials as set in the user
settings in the program, for example, JH.jpg
If no picture is present then the program will behave in the normal way.
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b) Each workstation can be set to pop the login box up after a selected period of inactivity. A configuration
setting can be found in Setup->Settings->Local settings.

Sending messages to reception from consulting room
This feature allows the Veterinary Surgeon to send a message to reception staff from the consulting room (see
script above). This would be used to inform reception staff that the client needs a further appointment, or
booking in for a procedure. The screen shot below illustrates how this might be used. On selecting ‘Add’ or ‘Add +
Exit’ the message will be tagged to the client slot on the diary.
When reception double click on the client to take payment, the message box pops up. The receptionist can then
choose to delete the message, Keep it, or attach it to the clients card as a memo.
Tip: To save time when consulting, set up abbreviations for common messages. For example, ‘SI5’ to mean ‘to see
again in 5 days’.

To add this function to your consultation script, edit the button to include the following line in the desired
position:&Reception Note,MEMORECEP,,1

Setting a client note to print on a bill or receipt
As you are probably aware, the work entry buttons are highly customisable to suit the needs of individual
practices. One of the commonly used tools that you probably already have configured is a ‘Client Note’ box. Any
entries in this box are printed on the clients bill or receipt. This is achieved by using a MEMO2 command.

Selling multiple wormers to clients
If a client wants to buy wormers for a number of their animals, it is not uncommon, due to time constraints, that
these are all booked onto one of the records. In this case, a wormer recall would only be set for one animal.
To overcome this problem, a command ‘MULTIPLE’ was added to the program. On ticking this box, the items
selected via the pricing grid can be added to multiple animals. On selecting ‘Add’ or ‘Add and Exit’ a box pops up
to ask which animals the items are to apply to, followed by a quantity box which allows you to select the correct
number of tablets for each animal. Entries will be made for each animal and individual recalls will then be set.
Used in conjunction with the printing of recalls on client bills and receipts, it is an excellent way of selling more
wormers. Printed recalls can also be generated in the normal way and a number of clients already do this
routinely to very good effect.

Vet-XML Services
A great deal of development work has gone into interfacing Teleos with the SPVS initiated Vet-XML
communications protocol. This has been promoted by SPVS and provides a standard protocol for sharing
electronic data within the veterinary profession. Most Teleos users are already sending insurance claims
electronically and a lab interface is also available. ID chip registration and links to external labs are also being
widely used by Teleos clients.
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Emailing Documents Directly from History
You can print or email documents such as Invoices, Receipts, Delivery Notes etc by right clicking the transaction in
the history.

History Printing Options
The ‘Printouts/Export’ button on the Clinical history allows you to print your forms, handout sheets and labels. It
also allows you to print, email or export history. For GDPR purposes, you have an option to not show the client
name and address but simply fill in a reference. As animals have no status under GDPR, you can email histories
without the client details without fear of repercussions.
The Email function links into the address book in the Business Directory. The Export function will default to saving
the document in a .pdf format.
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Section 5 Financial Tools
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

New Financial History Record Card

As you will see, the filter slider is also available on the financial history. You can also edit the transaction line by
right mouse clicking over a selected line (see below). You will then be offered a range of options appropriate to
the transaction line selected.
As in the previous build, if you select a payment line, the transactions that it was allocated to are highlighted. If
the line is in yellow, then the payment paid that transaction off in full. If the line is orange, then the payment part
paid that transaction.
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Card Terminal Integration
You can now integrate a ‘Clover’ card terminal into your system,
which saves a great deal of time and cuts out all the errors
associated with taking payments.
The unit is supplied by FiServ (formerly known as First Data) and
its hygienic, button free design is ideal for the times we live in.

SMS Payment Link
As mentioned in Section 1 at the start of this document, we have added tools to allow you to text clients a
payment link. This is particularly useful during times of social distancing, as you can book work for an animal and
then send the payment link to the client. They can then make payment before collecting their pet, thereby
minimising contact and potential payment difficulties.
You would need to have an account set up with FiServ to take advantage of this feature, but you don’t need to
change to their card terminals.
To initiate the process, please send an email to enquiries@teleosvet.co.uk

Things You Might Have Missed …
Payment Screens
The new payment screen provides a number of new features:You can enter any amount to be paid, choose today’s work or the
total balance outstanding.
You can choose to split payments to allow different payment types.
You can send the client an electronic receipt in pdf format – avoiding
the need to print a physical copy.
It is a lot more obvious, via the ‘Show Advanced Options’ button, to
allocate payment by specific date, animal, transactions or invoice.
You can also ensure that a reason is entered if the client does not pay!
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New printouts
Along with the reworking of the clinical and payment screens, we have
also done some redesign of invoices and receipts.
In order to avoid confusion between ‘Bills’ and ‘Invoices’ we have now
called small animal ‘Bills’ ‘Fee Notes’. These are documents that provide
details of what was done and can be produced any number of times.
They are NOT used for VAT purposes.
‘Invoices’ are used for VAT purposes and are sequentially numbered.
They can also be reprinted, but a watermark saying ‘copy’ is
automatically added.

Individual client pricing
A Configuration setting called Allow Special Pricing is available. If ticked, it will allow a user to specify unique
pricing for an individual client for any Stock item, Subitem or Procedure. This option would be particularly suited
to mixed practices but can also be of benefit in small animal practice.
Once setup, by going into a client record and clicking on the Misc tab, you will see a new button called 'View/Edit
Special Prices'. In here you can select an item or procedure and select a set price or special markup based on your
wholesaler price or net net price.
Once items are entered, they will be reflected in the price grids in any work entry button for that client.

Reprinting an Invoice
If you want to reprint an invoice, double click on the invoice line in the invoice view. This will reprint the invoice
with the word ‘Copy’ in front of the invoice number. It will also have the word ‘Copy’ watermarked across the
page.
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Section 6 Internal and External Communication Tools
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Vet-XML Services
As mentioned in Section 4, Teleos provides e-Claims, e-Lablinks and e-Microchip registration in the standard
program. Teleos, unlike the majority of other suppliers, do not make additional charges for these utilities.

Connecting in-house lab equipment
Teleos integrates with a good number of modern pieces of in-house laboratory equipment. Please see the Quick
Compatibility Chart at the end of this document to check compatibility.
If you have equipment that is older, or does not link to Teleos, then you can either attach output pdf files to an
animal record card or have a work entry button set up which has each profile and its normal ranges. You can then
enter test results and they will be shown as normal, high or low.
Tests can also be selected for external labs from within the patient card via Vet-XML tools which are found in the
‘comms’ button.

Connecting to Digital Xray equipment
Teleos can be fairly easily connected to virtually any digital xray equipment so that DICOM or JPG files can be
displayed on other workstations across network. In order to display DICOM images a PACS server would be
required, such as Visbion. Most practices however export JPG files from the Xray PC and Teleos workstations can
be pointed directly at this folder. Stored images can then be imported to a patient record from within the patient
card.
It is important to seek approval from your Digital Xray provider that they allow Teleos to add their equipment to
the Teleos internal network. Unfortunately this is not always the case and it may invalidate your warranty!

Teleos mail (TMail)
Tmails are an internal messaging system that allow you to message individuals or groups of people. You can also
contact various Teleos departments through the link.
Creating Groups - It is possible to create groups of users across a number of ‘classes’ within the Teleos internal
mailing system. This feature would be particularly useful where you need a message to go to all staff that work at
a particular branch.
To configure groups go to Setup -> Settings -> Internal E-mail Groups and select the ‘add’ option. Give the group a
name, ie ‘branch x staff’. Now use the setting ‘Internal E-mail group members’, select the group and then use the
‘Add members’ option and tick the staff required.
You will also note that if you want to send a one-off mail to several staff, you now get a tick box instead of putting
in initials. You can also now send a mail to Teleos support via the internal mail facility.
Forwarding Mail – This allows a received e-mail to be forwarded on to another user on your system.
Multiple Deletes - It is also possible to delete a large group of e-mails. This is achieved by highlighting either the
top or bottom of the group that you wish to delete and then, whilst holding the SHIFT key down, selecting the
other end with a left mouse click. You will now have the group highlighted in blue and can select the delete
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option. Alternatively, you can select multiple deletions by holding down the ‘Ctrl’ key whilst selecting e-mails
using the left mouse button.
Archiving - You can also archive messages that you wish to keep. A new ‘Archive’ button is provided for this
purpose.

SMS Text Messaging
Teleos provides a facility to send SMS text messages direct from client record cards to their mobile phones. This is
achieved by selecting the option from the new client ‘Comms’ tab. The program will automatically pick up the
mobile phone number of the client and will put the name of the logged in Teleos user and practice at the foot of
the message.
If your practice wishes to use this facility, an account will be set up and you will be billed 7p per unit (a typical text
message is 1.3 units) monthly in arrears. Please note that long messages use more units. A statement giving
details of all messages sent will be provided with the invoice.
You will also notice that a tick box is now available alongside both the mobile number and e-mail address. This
can be used to filter recalls sent to the client. If neither box is ticked the recall will be sent through the post in the
usual manner.

Sending e-mails from the client record
You can send e-mails direct from the client record card. This facility is also found on the new ‘Comms’ tab.

Storing practice manuals in the library channel
It is now possible to allow access to common practice documents via the library channel. This could be useful to
allow practice staff access to practice manuals, COSHH regulations and so on. The documents will need to be held
in a common folder on the network. To configure, go to Setup -> Settings -> Library Commands.
On one of the command lines enter the word ‘Open’, in keys to send the path of the documents folder (eg
D:/Practice Docs), a title in the Caption field (eg Practice Documents)
and the name of a picture file (eg
CDROM.GIF). Save the settings and then you should have this button appear in the library channel on the
workstation you are using. Remember to copy this around other workstations (you could use the Upgrade folder
in televet).

Business Directory
This utility allows you to store details of your business contacts within Teleos and call them up on any screen. This
same utility can be used to set up multiple suppliers for ordering purposes.
Full details of your business contacts can be entered, including telephone numbers, e-mail addresses and
additional notes. When adding a new contact you will be asked if it is a supplier or business. This allows you to
keep a separate directory for suppliers, which is used in conjunction with the stock system to generate purchase
orders. It is also used as an address book when you are emailing patient histories. To configure this, go to Setup ->
Settings -> Library Commands
Enter C:\televet\TelBusinessDirectory.exe’ in the ‘Command’ field, ‘Business Directory’ in the ‘Caption’ field
and‘CDROM.GIF’ in the ‘Picture File’ field. An option to print an address label for the selected contact is also
available.
It should also be noted that this directory is used when e-mailing histories – so it is a good idea to have e-mail
addresses of referral centres that you use.
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Section 7 Recall Generation
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Recalls Program
The recalls section of the program allows you to send reminders for any product or service to clients in a number
of different formats. Typically these are used for vaccination and parasitic reminders and the method of delivery
is determined by the clients preferences as set in the GDPR section of their record card.
More practices are moving to SMS text reminders as these are proven to be far more effective, but you can send
emails or even printed copies. You can also create csv outputs if you use a 3 rd party company to send them out on
your behalf.

Recall Automation
It is possible to set up treatment reminder profiles and automate their delivery via SMS, Email or hardcopy (label
or letter). Once set up it will run daily at a set time of day (usually after 11am) and look for all recalls that will be
due, say, 20 days in advance and send them. This not only saves administration time but also provides a daily flow
of appointments, rather than a rush once a month.

Additional letter facility on recall generation
It is possible to attach additional letters to a recall if the animal being recalled is above or below a specified age.
This might be used to generate invitations to a geriatric clinic for example.
To configure this option, go to Settings->Setup->Recall Types and set the required age and RTF filename to be
used. These letters work like existing recall letter files.
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Section 8 Stock Control and Ordering
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Electronic ordering
Teleos provides integrated ordering with MWI, NVS, Covetrus and VSSCo in the UK and C & M in Ireland. Data can
also be imported from UK based buying groups such as Vetcel and St Francis, including details of net net prices.

Product Barcodes for Shop Sales
In order to sell products via a barcode scanner, each stock card needs to have a record of the product code. At
present, the only way to achieve this is by scanning the product 1D or 2D barcode when the scan button is
activated in the relevant stock card. Once recorded, Teleos work entry scripts can be set to allow direct scanning
of the product. In the case of datamatrix 2D codes, batch information will also be recorded.

Quick Price Check (QPC) enhancements
If your practice has multiple sites with different prices at each, or you want some workstations to just display
particular price accounts categories (Large Animal items for example), then the enhancements to QPC might be of
interest.
It is now possible to create a file called ‘QPCAccCats.ini’ which needs to be located in the main Televet folder on
the server. The format of this file needs to be as follows:1=101-999
2=101-105;201;606-611;701
3=201-299;702
In the above example, logins with client department 1 will have all accounts categories displayed in APC.
Logins with client department 2 will display all items in accounts categories 101,102,…105,201,601 … 611 and
701.
Any logins set as department 4 will default to all items being displayed in all categories as there is no command
telling the system to do otherwise.
Expanding the width of the QPC box allows you to see information on Cost, Markup, Selling Price and Dispensing
Fees. To activate this option go to Setup -> Settings -> Configuration and tick the box ‘Cost Price on QPC’. This
would need setting on all workstations that require this facility.
The tick boxes allow you to choose what appears in QPC from Procedures (Pr) Stock Outers (St) and Stock
Subunits (Su).

Additional Stock Card Enhancements
A number of features have been added to stock cards:Block ordering – Tick box, which allows you to block the item from being ordered again.
Block Reason - When an item is blocked and someone tries to manually re-order item, the contents of
this information box will be displayed. It does not appear for automatic orders.
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Ordering Alternate Stock – This allows the user to order an alternative item determined by the practice.
At the time of creating an order, the user will be prompted and asked if they wish to order the alternative
product instead.
Allow automatic price updates – This allows the user to select if an item is to be automatically updated,
confirmed by the user or not updated when wholesaler price updates are run.
Multiple seasonal variations – This creates a new tab in the stock card and allows the seasonal minimums
to be adjusted any number of times for that product. This would be particularly useful for farm vaccines
that are used twice a year for example.

Setting stock item recalls
It is possible to set recalls directly on a stock record card – particularly useful for wormers and flea treatments.

Pricing Macro’s
You can create a batch entry of work by selecting a single procedure. For example, a routine protocol could be set

up for a cat bite abscess. This would allow the consultation fee, Antibiotic Injection and tablets to be
automatically booked for the animal. On setting up the macro, you are able to define an exact quantity of product
or have the user prompted to enter the amounts where varying dose rates apply. Each individual part of the
macro will be itemised on the clinical history and on the clients bill or receipt.
To configure a macro, create a new procedure in the normal way (or edit an existing one). You will notice that a
new option is provided at the bottom of the procedure for adding a macro. Give the macro a name and then add
each item by selecting the ‘Add a line’ option, ticking ‘Procedure’ or ‘Stock subitem’ and then selecting the
product from the list. Enter the quantity to be used and tick the box ‘Ask’ if you want the user to be able to adjust
the quantity when work is added. Macros can be configured to call up other macros. Please note that the
program will calculate the price of a macro by the default settings in Quick Price Check. It would be sensible to
highlight variable cost macro’s in its description so that your staff know that the pricing is to be used for guidance
only.
Practices that have gone through the process of setting up macros have reported that their profitability increases
noticeably as a result of items not being missed.

Included stock function for vaccines
Although not a new feature, this would seem a logical place to cover this topic. As vaccinations are set as
procedures, it is important for stock control and batch traceability that the actual vaccine stock is called up within
the procedure.
Once set-up, a pop-up box will appear each time you select the vaccination procedure asking for the batch
number and expiry date. On future selections, you will be offered a box that will show you the five most recent
batches logged. Alternatively, if the actual batches that the practice holds have been provided directly by the
wholesaler, only these will be shown if they are known to be still in stock. Simply tick the radio button on the
appropriate batch and it is then recorded on the animals record card. To configure this feature:1. Through QPC select the Vaccination procedure and set Included Stock. In this case, you would not want the
actual cost of the vaccine to affect the price for the vaccination procedure, so set Destock to ‘T’ (True) and
Include price to ‘F’ (False).
2. Edit the consultation buttons to include the line BATCH 705-707 (assuming that your stock vaccines are in
these categories).
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Section 9 Management and Accounts Tools
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

New SMS and PDF Payment links
Please refer to Section 1 for details of new tools to provide contactless payment links via SMS texts or emailed
Invoices and Statements.

Cash book setting to input till amounts
A new setting is available in the cash book, called ‘Input till amounts’. When totals are entered, any discrepancies
are raised and logged in \cashbookDiscrepancy.csv

Invoice Management
A new feature has been added which allows you to review the invoices that will be printed and exclude clients
from the run. This is found in Admin-> Invoices-> Invoice management
This uses a separate program executable called AdminTasks.exe which requires the .NET framework to be
installed on your server. Please contact Teleos support if the report doesn’t run and they will enable it for you.

Finding out how many clients you have
From the main channel screen select the option Help from the top line of the screen and select ‘About Teleos’.
This will give details of the number of clients with animals by species.

Performance reports
A series of user performance reports is available that provide detailed information on work done, average
transaction fees by clinician (for both routine and vaccination consultations), together with the amount of worm,
flea treatment, labs, ID Chips and food therein.
You can also get a report on Euthansase procedures and surgical work.
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These reports are found in Management -> Performance -> User Performance Reports
You will need to spend a couple of minutes selecting which of your accounts categories relate to each product or
service, but the end result is a series of extremely valuable

E-mailing Invoices to clients
It is possible to send invoices to clients via e-mail. The invoice is created as a PDF file and e-mailed to the clients email address shown on their Teleos record card.
To configure this option:1. Go to Setup -> Settings -> Billing settings and tick the box ‘PDFs Email if Poss’
2. Ensure that clients that you wish to e-mail invoices to have the tick box alongside their e-mail address.
The PDF file is attached to an e-mail, which contains the following default message:Please find attached your invoice. In order to open the file, you need to have the Adobe Acrobat program installed
on your system. If you do not have this, it can be downloaded from:
http://www.adobe.com/uk/products/acrobat/readstep2.html
Alternatively, please contact the practice for a printed copy.
This can be altered by editing the file INVEMAIL.TXT in the folder where the database is stored. More details on
the configuration can be found with the release notes or by contacting the support team.

Teleos Dashboard
The Teleos Dashboard has been designed with consultant Brian Faulkner MRCVS and provides all of the Key
Performance Indicators to allow you to monitor the small animal side of your practice. The dashboard does need
to be set up for each practice, so please get in touch if you’d like further information. This one is a bit of a no
brainer!
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Appendix 1

Teleos Integrations Quick Reference Guide
Feature
Accounts Software

Options
Sage and others

Benchmarking

Teleos / Brian Faulkner KPI
Dashboard
Veterinary Insights
Vet Dynamics
Proagrica
Vet Impress

Card Payment Terminal

FiServ 'Clover' Terminal
Monek Terminal

Client Communication

Virtual Recall

Drug Wholesalers

NVS
Covetrus
MWI
VSSCO

Hospital Management

SmartFlow

Insurance e-Claims

AA
Admiral
Agria
ASDA
AVIVA
Co-op
Debenhams
Halifax
Healthy Pets
LV
MiPetCover
Paws and Claws
PDSA
Pet Pals
Pets at Home
Pet-ID
Pets in a Pickle
Petplan
Pet Protect
Petwise
Protect Your Bubble
Purely Pets
Saga Pet
Sainsbury's
UIS
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Notes
Teleos can be configured to
output sales figures for MTD

All Via VetEnvoy

iPhone App

Teleos

Knowledgebase

VisioCare

Laboratory Equipment
(In House)

Idexx (InterLink app)
Menarini (Menavet)
MiLab
ScilVet
Woodley (Mythic 18
Haematology, Imsart
Electrolyte, Insight db
Biochemistry)
Zoetis/Abaxis (Vetscan FUSE
unit)

Laboratory
(External)

Axiom (Results Only)
CTDS (Results Only)
DWR (Results Only)
Finn (Results Only)
Idexx
NWL (Bidirectional)
PTDS (Bidirectional)
TDDS/VPG (Bidirectional)

All Via VetEnvoy except Idexx
which uses Vet Connect Plus

Microchip

Avid (PETtrac)
Backhome (Virbac)
idENTICHIP (Animalcare)
Micro-ID
Peddy-Mark
Pet-ID
Tracer (Bayer)
Pet-Detect

All Via VetEnvoy

Nutrition

Pure Pet Food

On-Line Appointment
Booking

Vetstoria

PACS

Visbion

Pet Health Plans

TrustVet

Pet Insurance Full
Integration

Agria

Remote Access

Teleos iPhone app
VPN Home Connections

Research Projects

SavsNet (Small Animal
Surveillance Network)
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Auto 5 week free insurance and
full access to policy details

SMS Messaging
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Teleos

Available for Treatment
Reminders, Appointment
Reminders, SQL Report Outputs
and One off messages.

